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Of the 95 major B-BBEE Transactions valued at R111,938b 

submitted in the 2018/19 financial year, only 70 met the 

criteria. Twenty-five of them were rejected as they failed to 

comply with the basic requirements. BEE Chamber 

members embarking on Ownership Transactions, as part of 

our service offering, are invited to approach our Ownership 

Service Desk for an assessment of their new Ownership 

structure, and a cross-check that members’ submissions 

meet the basic filing requirements. 

This communique supports organisations in reaching 

sustainable B-BBEE milestones and driving economic 

inclusion by addressing legislation and interpretation topics 

that are critical to an organisation's overall scorecard. 

 

 

The focus of this week's topics is on: 

• Major B-BBEE Transactions | Why are they rejected by the B-BBEE Commission? 

• Skills Development Categories B, C and D; 

• Who has the right to sign an Affidavit? and 

• An article of Transforming Interest | Bridging the Skills Gap – Discretionary Grants. 

 

 

 

Please register here to attend the monthly BEE Chamber TFM Webinar series on the first 

Tuesday of each month between 09H00 and 11H00. This interactive and informative session 

reviews the application of technical articles covered in the newsletters over the last month.  

  

Register for the FREE Monthly TFM Webinar : 01 September 2020  
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MAJOR B-BBEE TRANSACTIONS | Why are they rejected by the B-BBEE 

Commission? 

The B-BBEE Commission has published the 2nd Major B-BBEE Transaction Analysis Report 

2018/19. During this period there were 95 Ownership deals valued at more than R25m each 

filed for registration with the B-BBEE Commission. 

Organisations measured on the Financial Sector Code made up 39% of submissions, followed 

by those measured on the Generic Codes at 37%, then the Tourism Sector Code which 

recorded 30.8%. 

The report looked at all 95 major B-BBEE transactions filed which recorded a total transactional 

value of R111,938b compared to the R88,7b from the 272 transactions filed in the 2017/18 

financial year. Of the 95 major transactions submitted, 70 met the criteria. Unfortunately, 25 

were rejected due to the failure to comply with the basic filing requirements. 

The common areas identified as not aligning with the B-BBEE Act, where organisations had the 

opportunity to remedy, include: 

• The difficulty in tracking the real ‘Black’ Natural Persons. A number of the transactions 

had multiple corporate structures using Special Purpose Vehicles, making it 

challenging to identify the real ‘Black’ Natural Person whose ‘Black’ Ownership is the 

claim. 

• ‘Black’ Ownership percentage not corresponding with the attached Voting Rights. Or 

else, restrictions on Voting Rights through Shareholder Agreements rendering it 

superficial Ownership. 

• Existing shareholders remaining in control of the decisions made and core operations 

of an organisation. 

• he funding arrangements extend the control of the funder beyond what is reasonable to 

secure the funding interest. In some instances, a ‘Black’ Shareholder must obtain prior 

approval or consent from the funder for aspects that ordinary shareholders should have 

control over. Consequently, such funding mechanisms give the funder control more 

akin to that of a shareholder in the transaction. 

• Limiting of Right of Ownership of 'Black' Shareholders by applying one-sided clauses 

such as non-compete clauses or restraints of trade, that are not applicable to all other 

shareholders. 

• Most ‘Black’ Shareholders, primarily when the shares are held in a trust, are not 

granted the right to participate in the appointment of the Board of Directors. Therefore, 

they have no influence on the core operations or decision making in the organisation. 
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•  

• Including provisions that lift the flow of Economic Interest to ‘Black’ People, thus 

hindering their ability to repay the loan. One must bear in mind that most ‘Black’ 

Shareholders depend on the Economic Interest to repay their loan. 

• Most trusts presented facilitate Skills Development and community projects and not 

Ownership to ‘Black’ Participants. The reality of using this vehicle of Ownership is that 

‘Black’ Participants become Beneficiaries and not Shareholders. 

• More often than not, in trusts and broad-based schemes, ‘Black’ Participants do not 

receive their entitlement of the Economic Interest due to them. Furthermore, there is no 

guidance in the trust deeds or constitution on how they would record information 

relating to each 'Black' Beneficiary. Defining the distribution of Economic Interest is a 

crucial requirement which the B-BBEE Commission will not overlook. 

• The structure of a transaction is such that the Beneficiaries will only be selected 

annually and receive benefits, for example, from an Education Trust. Or else, the 

structure dictates that a portion of the dividends benefits specific projects and not a real 

‘Black’ Natural Person. If ‘Black’ Participants that are ‘Black’ Natural Persons cannot be 

identified at the time of assessment, it cannot be said it is ‘Black’ Ownership for the 

purposes of B-BBEE Compliance. 

As organisations are committing substantial resources towards B-BBEE Ownership 

transactions, it is imperative that organisations at least meet the basic filing requirements. The 

Ownership Service Desk is available to assist members with these filing requirements. 
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT CATEGORIES B, C AND D 

The Skills Development element, as set out in Code series 300, measures the extent to which 

employers carry out initiatives designed to develop the competencies of ‘Black’ Employees and 

‘Black’ People both internally and externally. 

Category B Learning Programme: the learning achievement should be theoretical knowledge 

and workplace experience with set requirements resulting in achieving a degree, diploma or 

certificate issued by an accredited or registered formal institution of learning. 

Category C Learning Programme: the learning achievement should be occupational or 

professional knowledge, and experience formally recognised through registration or licensing. 

Category D Learning Programme: the learning achievement should be theoretical knowledge 

and workplace learning. The result must be a South African Qualifications Authority registered 

qualification, a certificate or other similar occupational or professional qualification issued by an 

accredited or registered formal institution of learning. 

The headcount targets for Category B, C and D programs are relevant for learners who were on 

programs during an organisation’s Measurement Period. They may only be claimed once and 

must be a current claim. An organisation may only claim for Learnerships completed in a 

current Measurement Period or where the Learnership commenced in that same period. 

Therefore, evidence in the form of a completion or enrollment certificate should be included in 

the B-BBEE Audit File. 

The B-BBEE Commission has confirmed that the salary amount claimable for training 

expenditure in these categories is the total detailed on the related person’s payslip. If the 

payslip breaks down the renumeration by the basic salary, a travel allowance, as well as 

contributions like medical aid or a provident fund, etc., then the total Cost to 

Company qualifies as a claim. Ideally, there should be a total figure which when broken down 

makes up the total remuneration package. 

The Skills Development Service Desk is on hand to BEE Chamber members to guide them in 

making legitimate claims. 
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WHO HAS THE RIGHT TO SIGN AN AFFIDAVIT? 

The author or deponent of an Affidavit must be a registered Director of an organisation. Where 

an organisation has foreign shareholders, the same principle applies. If anyone other than a 

registered Director acts as a deponent on an Affidavit, it is invalid. 

The TFM Magazine article Affidavit | A Statement Under Oath is a 10-page spread which gives 

a broad overview of the requirements that make an Affidavit valid. 

As part of our service offering to support our members in meeting their B-BBEE mandate, the 

BEE Chamber will expand its benefits to members. Benefits now include the collection of B-

BBEE Certificates for members who upgrade from an Associate Membership to a Practitioner 

or Professional Membership under the BEE Chamber’s COVID Level 2 promotion currently 

running. 

Taking advantage of this membership upgrade promotion provides members with more than 

certificate collection for the R2,000 per month, which equates to R65,00 per day for the 

duration of the membership. 

Benefits also include: 

• An interactive members WhatsApp Group with real-time legislation and 

interpretation alerts; 

• BEE Video Library showcasing best practice projects; 

• BEE Tools and Templates; 

• Unlimited Telephonic Support; 

• A hard copy of the quarterly BEE Chamber members publication TFM Magazine; 

and o BEESmart Scorecard Software Vouchers supported by the Certificate 

Collection Desk. 

This unique benefit supports organisations by uploading their supplier list B-BBEE Certificates 

onto the BEESmart Certificate Management Software. The system then tracks the expiry date 

of all suppliers. Before a supplier's B-BBEE Certificate expires, the system will generate an 

automated reminder to a supplier that their certificate is due to expire. A new certificate will be 

requested, which will be followed up by automated communication and direct telephone 

communication by the Certificate Collection Desk until a replacement certificate is supplied and 

uploaded. Included is a quarterly report on the state of a member's supplier certificates,  
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highlighting the expiry dates as well as new certificates captured, including their related B-

BBEE credentials. 

To upgrade your membership contact the Membership Upgrade Desk and refer to the COVID 

Level 2 Promotion. 
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OF TRANSFORMING INTEREST | BRIDGING THE SKILLS GAP – 

Discretionary Grants 

Skills Development is a national imperative. Evidence of this is the Skills Development element 

in the Amended Codes and all Gazetted Sector Codes have identified it as a Priority Element. 

Most organisations are aware of the set targets laid out in the Codes on which they are 

measured; however, many are not aware of the benefits that a Discretionary Grant may offer. 

A Discretionary Grant is an alternate avenue of funding available for employers for driving 

identified national growth objectives aligned with the Human Resources Development Strategy 

(HRDS), National Development Plan (NDP), Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP), the New 

Growth Path (NGP) and the National Skills Development 

Strategy (NSDS). This is illustrated in the Sector Education and Training Authority (SETA) Skills 

Sector Plan. 

SETAs are public entities established in terms of the Skills Development Act, as amended. 

Their mandate is to facilitate Skills Development by implementing learning programmes and 

grant disbursements. This is in addition to the overall monitoring of education and training as 

outlined in the NSDS. SETA sustains itself by funds collected through payments made by 

employers as a direct result of the Skills Development Act and the Skills Levy Act. Read more 

... 

 

 

 

 

Secure your place now at the monthly Webinar 

 

Register for the FREE Monthly TFM Webinar : 01 September 2020  
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As part of our service offering to support our members in meeting their B-BBEE mandate, the 

BEE Chamber will expand its benefits to members. Benefits now include the collection of B-

BBEE Certificates for members who upgrade from an Associate Membership to a Practitioner 

or Professional Membership under the BEE Chamber’s COVID Level 2 promotion currently 

running. 

  

Taking advantage of this membership upgrade promotion provides members with more than 

certificate collection for R2,000 per month, which equates to R65,00 per day for the duration of 

the membership. 
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